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Yuan Hong was an important writer and historian in initial stage of Xi Jin 
Dynasty. He and his works are with vivid characters. However ,for a long time ,there 
is few papers on Yuan Hong himself and his works .In view of the basic historical 
data, this paper elaborates and remarks the pedigree ,his official career ,Ideas and 
works. The whole structure and contents are as following: 
The introduction makes a description about The current research of Yuan Hong 
and It’s disadvantage .also the train of thought of the paper. 
Chapter One focuses on Yuan Hong’s life and family ’s background. Including : 
his name, the time of his birth and death, family and native place. Mostly from 
researching the native heath of Yuan Hong’s ancestors to know Yuan Hong’s native 
place ,probes the situation of his relative employing from Dong Han dynasty until that 
time . So know his family background. 
Chapter Two probes Yuan Hong’s experience of official career and the reason 
why his was not happy during his official career. 
Chapter Three explores the constitutes of Yuan Hong’s thought , this chapter 
divide into two parts ,one is Yuan Hong’s thought and Confucian；The other is his 
view of metaphysics. 
Chapter Four expounds the concrete situation of his works ,including poem, fu, 
prose and his history bookmaking, try to make a analysis about some basic Condition. 
The part of the conclusion sums up the main views of the whole text. 
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术。再由《后汉书》、《三国志》、《晋书》袁安、袁涣、袁准及袁瑰传，又可
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